Given the high demand for automated systems for human action recognition, great efforts have been undertaken in recent decades to progress the field. In this paper, we present frameworks for single and multi-viewpoints action recognition based on Space-Time Volume (STV) of human silhouettes and 3D-Histogram of Oriented Gradient (3D-HOG) embedding. We exploit fast-computational approaches involving Principal Component Analysis (PCA) over the local feature spaces for compactly describing actions as combinations of local gestures and L2-Regularized Logistic Regression (L2-RLR) for learning the action model from local features. Outperforming results on Weizmann and i3DPost datasets confirm efficacy of the proposed approaches as compared to the baseline method and other works, in terms of accuracy and robustness to appearance changes.
INTRODUCTION
Human action recognition is a challenging and growing field. Applications are mainly related to surveillance, video compression, sport analysis, interfaces design and gaming [1] . In the last few years, many efforts have been performed to enhance discriminative power, robustness to appearance, viewpoints changes, occlusions and limiting the computational costs. However, the state-of-art is still far from being reliable, real-time and robust, especially in scenarios with moving backgrounds, partially occluded human body shapes and with many interacting subjects. In this paper, we present frameworks based on 3D-HOG embedding [2] for applications in static background scenarios where human silhouettes are available. Our contribution is twofold. First, the proposed methods are faster, more accurate and stable than the baseline in [2] , providing a solution for local descriptor combination in the form of a short-length features vector. Second, we outperform multi-viewpoints state-of-art recognition accuracies and robustness to appearance changes over the tested datasets.
Referring to the taxonomy suggested by [1] , a common procedure for multi-viewpoints action recognition is to learn models from view-independent features [3] . However, this needs to find common features among videos from different point of views. Reversely, finding peculiar features into samples from a fixed point of view is the key of the proposed method. Therefore, labelling action samples from different point of views with the same label, we can learn a generalised multi-viewpoints model.
Many works have been presented relying on histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, all of them are based on 2D-HOG features, because the action is practically stored as motionhistory image. In this paper, following the idea originally proposed in [2] , we exploit the potentialities of Space-Time Volumes (STV) for representing an action and 3D-HOG features. We use the same approach regarding the embedding of features with a prototypes library, to convert features into fixed-length descriptors insensitive to the time-length of the analised action. However, from this stage onward, the proposed frameworks take a different direction to deal with these descriptors and to perform the recognition task. While the original approach was based on unrelated local decisions to take a final decision, our approaches rely on local searching of gestures to learn a cross-location model for action recognition. These approaches are expected to allow more coherence in the decision strategy, as well as to be more effective in terms of accuracy. It turns out that, among these advantages, the proposed frameworks also reduce the computational effort, achieving improved performance by using a smaller prototypes library.
We used the Weizmann and i3DPost datasets to compare the proposed approaches and the baseline performances. Both datasets have been also useful for establishing comparison with other methods, in single-viewpoint and multi-viewpoints setting, and to test the robustness to appearance changes. Despite the Weizmann dataset being a closed problem (as some authors have presented perfect accuracy results), it is currently used as testbed for silhouette-based methods.
In Section 2, we will summarise the 3D-HOG embedding algorithm to extract features from each STV and how the authors in [2] have used it to learn a model for action recognition. This will be the baseline for the proposed method presented in Section 3, which can be then intended as an optimised variation of the 3D-HOG embedding algorithm [2] . In Section 4, we present results on Weizmann and i3DPost datasets, reporting evidences of improvements with respect to the baseline and other approaches. In Section 5, conclusions of this work are summarised.
PRELIMINARIES

Problem statement
be the multi-viewpoints action dataset containing N samples, where si is the ith RGB video sample, li ∈ L = {1, . . . , L} is the ith action label where L is the whole number of considered action labels, wi ∈ W = {1, . . . , W } the ith point of view label and W the whole number of considered point of views. Let T ⊂ D be the chosen training subset and T * = D\T the testing subset. The aim is to extract features from each sequence si ∈ D to learn a model by using T to recognise actions sequences in T * . It is obvious that when W = 1, D reduces to be a single-viewpoint dataset.
We need si to be in the form of a 3D matrix obtained by concatenating binary masks for image sequences of the ROI. We will refer to si as a Space-Time Volume (STV) as defined in [1] and it is shown in Fig. 1. 
3D-HOG feature extraction
STVs are partitioned into overlapped blocks of a fixed dimension. Binary data within each block are then used to compute the 3D-HOG descriptor as suggested in [2] , exploiting the 3D vectorial gradients field. Thus, each block remains associated with a vector b obtained with the concatenation of SIFT-like [8] histogram of oriented gradients. This descriptor can be considered highly informative with respect to the 3D-shape defined by binary data within the block [2] , as well as robust to noise and small data deformations. The block descriptors are then organised as follows: for all locations p = (r0, c0) in the STV, we consider the flow at location p, Bp = {b1,p, . . . , bK,p}, where bi,p is the ith block descriptor at location p and K is the total number of block descriptors along time. We can consider different locations p depending on the chosen space partition. Without loss of generality, let p ∈ {1, . . . , P }, where P is the number of considered location in the (r, c) plane. In Fig. 1 , a global perspective of STV and blocks partitioning have been shown.
Prototypes library embedding
Following the strategy in [2] , for a fixed label l and point of view label w, we randomly choose n block descriptors within the training STVs. This will lead to a descriptors library V such that |V | = nLW . Without loss of generality, we can define V = {v1, . . . , vnLW }, containing n descriptor prototypes for each action and each point of view included in the dataset.
Therefore, we compute the embedding Di(Bp) of each block flow Bp with the library V as follows:
where d represents a convenient distance, i.e. Euclidean or χ 2 distance. Thus, the embedded vector Dp at location p is defined as
It is worth underlining that the prototypes library V contains prototypes randomly chosen within training sequences regardless of the location p. Thus, the training sequences are embedded against V producing some zero-entries in Dp when Bp contains prototypes chosen to belong to the library V .
Final flow-based decision
For each location p, a model is learned by using training embedded vectors Dp. In particular, by using L2-RLR [9] we can estimate the probability P(l * p = l|D * p , Θp), of a testing embedded vector D * p to belong to one of the considered action classes l, where Θp represents the positional learned model.
Depending on the chosen space partition, this strategy leads to flow-based independent decisions in number of P . To combine all these decisions to classify the action in the STV, we report here the Sum Rule [2] being considered at one time easy to implement, effective and comparable in terms of results to other strategies. The Sum Rule consists of selecting the final label l * such that
3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORKS
Robust prototypes selection
We replaced the cross-location random selection of prototypes with a novel location-based selection strategy. If H is the total number of descriptors with the same label l from the same point of view w in T at location p, we can collect the block descriptors {bj,p} H j=1 . They can be seen as a set of points within a multidimensional cartesian space. By using the hierarchical clustering algorithm [10] we can look for n groups of descriptors for each action and each point of view, that is {bj,p}
where S1 is the cardinality of the first group, S2 − S1 the cardinality of the second group and similarly Sn − Sn−1 is the cardinality of the last group. In (4), action and point of view symbols are implicit, as all descriptors have fixed l and w. Thus, by averaging elements within the same group, n new prototypes remain defined. Considering all labels l and w, this leads to a new library V such that |V | = nLW prototypes, no longer necessarily included within the training subsequences. Thus, the embedded vectors are defined by using (1) and (2) . As a consequence of this library definition, the embedded vectors will have no zero-entries, helping the subsequent learning task to avoid overfitting. Moreover, as we will see in Section 4, this deterministic strategy stabilises the whole process.
Overcoming of flow-based decisions rules
We propose two novel approaches for combining local embedded vectors for a cross-position classification. It turns out that the first approach is suitable in presence of single-viewpoint datasets. Instead, the second one is more suitable when multi-viewpoints samples are available. It is worth underlining that the single-viewpoint datasets have in general fewer samples to characterise an action, not having samples from different point of views, which makes the training process remarkably different to the multi-viewpoints one.
Single-viewpoint method
For a fixed location p, the training embedded vectors can be seen as points within a multidimensional space. Thus, by exploiting only training data labels l, we can perform the following training process: 
Multi-viewpoints method
Fixed the location p, the training process can be reduced to a PCA over the training embedded vectors {Dp,i} 
Therefore, each training sample si will be associated with a single vector given by concatenatingDp,i, for all p. Similarly, testing sample will be associated with a single vector given by concatenatinḡ D * p for all p. These can supply an L2-RLR, exploiting training data labels l, to get the final label l * . The parameter α2 in the training process can be established via cross-validation.
EXPERIMENTS
The single-viewpoint Weizmann dataset consists of video samples of 10 actions performed by 9 actors recorded from single action-related point of views. Binary masks are publicly available in the requested STV form. Regarding the multi-viewpoints i3DPost dataset, it consists of 6 single-actor actions videos, 2 multi-actors actions videos, 4 multi-actions single-actor videos and facial-expressions data. The dataset is performed by 8 actors and recorded from 8 different point of views. We selected the whole dataset, ignoring videos containing multiple-actions and facial-expressions. We relied on the ViBE algorithm [11] for background subtraction, to get the binary masks of the scene. Then, the ROIs around the subjects are hand-picked exploiting the human shape centroid.
As in [2] , for both datasets, the STVs have been rescaled to 64 × 48×t pixels. The block dimension is fixed to be 16×16×16 pixels, with an overlapping of 8 pixels. For the 3D-HOG feature extraction, we used the setting in [2] .
The robustness to human appearance changes has been tested with the leave-one-actor-out (LOAO) experimental setting. Thus, one actor samples are kept out from the training and used for testing. Accuracy results are given on average over all possible LOAO configurations.
We report experiments where n ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40} because no significant advantages in terms of accuracy have been achieved by using more computational expensive higher values.
The averaged accuracy results for our implementation of the baseline [2] are provided with standard deviation σ, over ten different choices of the random prototypes in V . Regarding the proposed method, since it is based on a deterministic strategy for choosing prototypes in V , the results are fixed for each n, without any variation.
Single-viewpoint results (LOAO)
Regarding Weizmann dataset, our implementation of the baseline method has confirmed the perfect result (accuracy 100%) reported in [2] for 9 actions over 10 (WAVE2 out), by using n = 30 prototypes per action. However, [2] does not provide results for the whole set of actions of the Weizmann dataset. Our implementation of [2] shows an accuracy of at most 98.66% with n = 30 with a standard deviation σ = 0.61. The proposed framework is able to achieve stably 100% of accuracy with n = 20 and α1 = 6. This is among the best results reported so far for Weizmann dataset. Fig.  2 (a) provides comparisons between the proposed framework and the baseline results in the 10-actions setting for different values of n. Table 1 shows comparisons between the proposed framework and other approaches.
Regarding i3DPost, despite it is a multi-viewpoints dataset, it can also be used for single-viewpoint experiments, passing to the training and testing process only samples from a fixed point of views. Thus, the following results are given on average over the eight point of views. Our implementation of [2] achieves 97.46% accuracy with n = 40. Instead, with only n = 10 (σ1 = 6), the proposed framework achieves 98.24% accuracy. Fig. 2(b) shows comparisons between the proposed framework and the baseline results in the 8-actions setting for different values of n. 
Multi-viewpoints results
Our implementation of the baseline method in the 8-actions and 8-viewpoints setting achieves at most 98.86% accuracy with n = 30 and standard deviation σ = 0.17. However, the proposed method achieves a higher and stable accuracy of 99.60% with n = 30 and σ2 = 95% in the same setting. We also tested the 6-actions setting (neglecting interaction samples) achieving an accuracy of 99.73% with n = 30 and σ2 = 99%.
Comparisons with other state-of-arts results on the i3DPost dataset Method L Accuracy n α1 Proposed Framework 10 100% 20 6 Gorelick et al. [12] 10 100% --Jiang et al. [13] 10 100% --C.Li et al. [5] 9 97.53% --Ahsan et al. [14] 9 97.5% --Ahsan et al. [14] 10 94.26% -- Table 2 . Accuracy results for i3DPost dataset (LOAO). The ⊚ highlights methods with automatic selection of ROIs, while ⊛ highlights those with automatic background subtraction methods without prior knowledge.
with LOAO setting can be done as long as pre-processing steps are considered, such as ROI detection and background subtraction. However, no common evaluation protocol has been fixed for this dataset in the literature. Despite this, inspired by the comparison approach suggested in [15] , we report in Table 2 the best results reported in literature with LOAO setting to the best of our knowledge. Methods where the pre-processing steps are entirely entrusted to the machine are highlighted. We underline that the length of concatenated vectors in Section 3.2.2 is 5145 (L = 8) and 7943 (L = 6), which can be considered as compressed action expressions.
Computational complexity
In the baseline and proposed framework, the embedding is the most expensive task, depending on the time-length K of the samples, the number of actions L and on the size n of the library V . Moreover, it is necessary in both training and testing phases. For each location p, the embedding vector Dp is composed of nLW entries, each of them computed as a minimisation after a one-to-many comparison. In formulas, we can express the complexity of the embedding procedure with respect to n as f (n) = (c1 + Kc2
where c1, c2 and c3 are positive constants and where we have assumed that the complexity for the minimisation problem in (1) is O(K). This shows that choosing n as low as possible is important for fast-computation applications. Results in Sections 4.1 & 4.2 show that our framework achieves better performance in terms of accuracy for equivalent n than the baseline. Thus, it is preferable to the baseline in real-time oriented implementations.
Discussion
Our implementation of the baseline method shows a drawback regarding the selection of prototypes in V , which is cross-location and overfitting prone. Therefore, the final accuracy results are considerably sensible to the random selection of prototypes per action n to build up the library V . Only by sufficiently increasing n to high levels this variability is partially mitigated, albeit at the price of more computational effort. Moreover, to reach acceptable levels of accuracy, it is necessary to increase n up to levels where the computational cost of the embedding procedure affects the execution time, compromising real-time applications. However, the proposed framework is able to increase the performance of the baseline method, decreasing the necessary n to reach higher accuracy rates, combining local descriptors into a short-length feature vector which can supply subsequent analysis. These promising results rely on a more sophisticated method to manage flows information. The baseline method is based only on flows and action labels l, on the assumption that in each flow different actions are actually recognisable. However, within a certain flow at location p, not all the actions can be distinguishable, implying mistakes and misclassifications in the learning stage. A certain (a-priori unknown) number of simple gestures are expressed by the embedded vectors. For example, focusing on two actions like WAVE-ONE-HAND and WAVE-TWO-HANDS in Fig. 3 , it is clear that those flows where local gestures look similar will carry the same information. Thus, an action-label-based approach (such as the baseline method) over those flows is destined to fail. On the contrary, the proposed methods determine the local gestures composition to discriminate between actions, exploiting PCA as continuous multidimensional clustering method [19] . Thus, even if most of the flows are capturing the same gestures, showing after PCA similar continuous multidimensional local labels, the final learning process can rely on those flows where the gestures are dissimilar. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented frameworks for silhouette-based human action recognition based on 3D-HOG for Space-Time Volume actions representation, which is as a variation of the 3D-HOG embedding algorithm [2] .
We achieved better performance in terms of accuracy, computational effort and stability over the tested datasets than the baseline method, providing a solution for combining local descriptors into a single short-length features vector. Outperforming results with respect to other works with similar experimental settings have been shown.
Future works will focus upon testing the proposed framework over other datasets, incorporating automatic ROI selection systems. Moreover, evaluations of robustness to occlusions and viewpoint changes will be conducted. We are also interested in overcoming the inherent rigidity of flows-based methods involving pose-based methods such [20] , to combine different features extraction methods improving the discriminative power and the overall robustness.
